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Activation Profile of TAS2R2, the 26th Human Bitter Taste
Receptor
Tatjana Lang, Antonella Di Pizio, Davide Risso, Dennis Drayna, and Maik Behrens*

Scope: To avoid ingestion of potentially harmful substances, humans are
equipped with about 25 bitter taste receptor genes (TAS2R) expressed in oral
taste cells. Humans exhibit considerable variance in their bitter tasting
abilities, which are associated with genetic polymorphisms in bitter taste
receptor genes. One of these variant receptor genes, TAS2R2, is initially
believed to represent a pseudogene. However, TAS2R2 exists in a putative
functional variant within some populations and can therefore be considered
as an additional functional bitter taste receptor.
Methods and results: To learn more about the function of the experimentally
neglected TAS2R2, a functional screening with 122 bitter compounds is
performed. The study observes responses with eight of the 122 bitter
substances and identifies the substance phenylbutazone as a unique activator
of TAS2R2 among the family of TAS2Rs, thus filling one more gap in the array
of cognate bitter substances.
Conclusions: The comprehensive characterization of the receptive range of
TAS2R2 allows the classification into the group of TAS2Rs with a medium
number of bitter agonists. The variability of bitter taste and its potential
influences on food choice in some human populations may be even higher
than assumed.

1. Introduction

The recognition of bitter compounds in the oral cavity plays an
important role for the avoidance of ingestion of potentially harm-
ful food constituents.[1] In humans, approximately 25 potentially
functional bitter taste receptors (taste 2 receptors encoded by
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TAS2R genes) are expressed in a het-
erogeneous pattern in taste buds of
the oral cavity.[2] Thus far, for 21 of
the 25 receptors bitter agonists have
been identified, which has revealed
considerable differences in their ag-
onist selectivities.[3,4] Three recep-
tors, TAS2R10,[5,6] TAS2R14,[7,8] and
TAS2R46,[9,10] are broadly tuned and
each is able to detect a considerable
number of chemically diverse bitter
compounds.[3,11] In contrast, several
receptors seem to have a very restricted
spectrum of agonists[3] and two recep-
tors, TAS2R16 [6] and TAS2R38,[12] are
highly selective for 𝛽-D-glucopyranosides
and isothiocyanates/thioureas, respec-
tively. The majority of TAS2R exhibit
intermediate-sized agonist profiles.[3]

The differently tuned receptor classes
may have played important, complemen-
tary roles during evolution, such that the
broadly tuned receptors might have been
crucial during explorative phases when
novel bitter compounds are encountered,

while the narrowly tuned or compound selective receptors could
represent adaptations to specific habitats.[7,13] When bitter taste
receptors were initially discovered, their published numbers,
first estimated and then later confirmed, fluctuated to some
degree.[6,14–19] This was partly due to the high variability present
within many of the TAS2R genes, a fact that was realized
subsequently.[20,21] Good examples for this are the frequent copy
number mutations affecting TAS2R43 and TAS2R45 as well as
the existence of truncated TAS2R variants caused by frame shift
mutations or the introduction of stop codons in the polypeptide
chain.[20,22–24] The latter resulted in the assignment of TAS2R46
as functional receptor, although a truncated variant occurs with
high frequency in the human population,[20] and in another in-
stance, the assignment of TAS2R2 as pseudogene although some
populations carry a functional TAS2R2 variant.[16,19,25,26]

Hence, the number of postulated intact TAS2R genes that an
individual carries in the genome fluctuates around 25, and over-
all it is likely that, due to segregating TAS2R pseudogenes, more
than 25 TAS2Rs contribute to bitterness perception in humans.
Recently, we investigated the agonist profiles of three human
pseudogenes by restoring their function using the intact se-
quences of the corresponding chimpanzee orthologs.[26] Among
the rescued pseudogenes, TAS2R2 was also re-functionalized
by correction of an early stop codon. The re-functionalized
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TAS2R2 was subjected to a limited screening with 83 natural and
synthetic bitter compounds and three agonists were identified.
Here, we sought to accurately classify TAS2R2 amongst the

other 25 TAS2Rs and to expand our functional screening using
more bitter compounds to better match our previous TAS2R pro-
filing efforts and to better understand the TAS2R2 agonist profile.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Chemicals

All agonist test substances (see Table S1, Supporting Informa-
tion) were dissolved as stock solutions depending on their solu-
bility in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or C1 buffer (130 mMNaCl,
5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES; pH
7.4) and then diluted to the desired maximum concentration (Ta-
ble S1, Supporting Information) and additionally as a 1:10 dilu-
tion with the C1 buffer. The final DMSO concentration remained
below 1% during the measurement.

2.2. Functional Calcium Mobilization Assay

2.2.1. Generation of the TAS2R2 Construct

The TAS2R2 open reading frame was modified in vitro to restore
its functionality using sequence data of the human functional ver-
sion of this gene from database information (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/snp/rs57689054) as a template to mutate the non-
functional variant. This was done by changing the human stop
codon to the respective amino acid in the functional variant by in-
serting AT at positions 447–448 in the human gene as previously
described.[26] The successful expression of the construct in HEK
293T-G𝛼16gust44 cells was confirmed by immunocytochemical
staining using an anti-hsv antiserum recognizing the carboxy ter-
minally added hsv-tag in a previous publication. The determined
average expression rate was 10.2 ± 5.2%.[26]

2.2.2. Screening of Compounds with TAS2R2

The functional screening experiments were performed as pub-
lished previously.[27,28] Briefly, HEK 293T-G𝛼16gust44 cells were
cultivated on poly-D-lysine coated 96 wells plates under regu-
lar conditions (DMEM, 10% FCS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin,
1% glutamine; 37 °C, 5% CO2, 95% humidity) and transiently
transfected with cDNA constructs coding for TAS2R2[26] using
lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Darmstadt, Ger-
many). Empty vector (mock) was transfected as a negative con-
trol. About 24 h after transfection, cells were stained for 1 h with
Fluo4-AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany) in
the presence of probenecid (2.5 mM, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim,
Germany) and then washed with C1 buffer and placed in a flu-
orometric imaging plate reader (FLIPRTetra, Molecular Devices,
San Jose, CA, USA). After automated application of the bitter
substances to the cells, changes in fluorescence (at 488 nm ex-
citation and at 510 nm emission) were measured. Cell viability
was confirmed by subsequently adding somatostatin 14 (100 nM,

Table 1. Threshold concentrations of TAS2R2 activating bitter compounds.

TAS2R2 activator Threshold [mM]

Chlorhexidine 0.003

Chloroquinine 3

1,10-Phenanthroline 1

Phenylbutazone 0.03

Picrotoxinin 1

PROP 3

Thiamine 1

Yohimbin 0.3

Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland) to the cells and measuring the
fluorescence emitted by stimulation of an endogenous GPCR.
Recording and Calculation of Dose–Response RelationshipsHEK

293T-G𝛼16gust44 cells were transfected with TAS2R2 or an
empty vector control identical to that used in screening experi-
ments. The identified bitter activators of TAS2R2 were diluted
with C1 buffer andmeasured analogously to the screening exper-
iments. The determination of the results was based on three inde-
pendent measurements each performed in duplicate. For calcu-
lating the compound-specific fluorescence changes (ΔF/F),mock
was subtracted and data were normalized to background fluores-
cence. Plots were generated using SigmaPlot 14.0.

2.3. Molecular Modeling

The 3D computational structures of TAS2R2 were generated by
homology modeling using as template the human TAS2R46 re-
ceptor structure (PDB ID: 7XP5).[29] Sequence alignment and
homology modeling were performed with Prime (Schrödinger
Release 2021–3: Prime, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, USA,
2021). TAS2R2 has a sequence similarity to TAS2R46 of 47%. The
ligand binding site was calculated with Sitemap (Schrödinger Re-
lease 2021–3: SiteMap, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, USA
2021) and it was predicted to overlap with the orthosteric bind-
ing site of TAS2Rs.[29]

3. Results

For functional screening, the TAS2R2 was transiently transfected
in HEK293T-G𝛼16gust44 cells and calcium mobilization assays
were performed. In total 122 bitter compounds were screened
at two different concentrations, the maximal concentration not
resulting in receptor-independent cellular signals or, for com-
pounds exhibiting limited solubilities, the maximal soluble con-
centration (see Table 1), as well as 10-fold dilutions thereof. Com-
pounds resulting in fluorescence changes significantly greater
than the corresponding empty vector controls were selected for
confirmation of receptor responses (Figure 1).
In total we identified eight substances that activated TAS2R2

expressing cells. The compounds chlorhexidine, thiamine,
and chloroquine confirmed our previous findings.[26] The
five newly discovered agonists are yohimbine, picrotoxinin,
1,10-phenanthroline, phenylbutazone, and 6-n-propyl-thiouracil
(PROP). The TAS2R2 response to phenylbutazone, which has
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Figure 1. Eight bitter compounds were identified as TAS2R2 agonists.
Shown are the fluorescence traces of TAS2R2 expressing cells stimulated
with the indicated bitter substances. The applied concentrations are la-
beled. Scale bar, bottom right.

Figure 2. Chemical structures of agonists activating human TAS2R2.
Shown are the structural formulas of the eight activators among the 122
bitter test compounds used for the screening.

been used for screening 25 human TAS2R previously[30] is
unique among the 26 TAS2Rs. From these data we can conclude
that TAS2R2 detects natural and synthetic bitter compounds
without showing a bias for one particular chemical class. The
structural formulas of the TAS2R2 activators (Figure 2) suggest
that the detection spectrum of this receptor is, unlike that of the
TAS2R16 and TAS2R38, not tailored to a recognizable chemical
class, although the existence of at least one, but usuallymore than
one, ring systems, which are mostly aromatic, is clear.

Figure 3. Determinations of dose–response relationships for agonists of
human TAS2R2. The TAS2R2 cDNA was transiently transfected in HEK
293T-G𝛼16gust44 cells. 24 h after transfection, cells were loaded with
Fluo4-am, placed in a fluorometric imaging plate reader (FLIPRtetra) and
challenged with increasing concentrations of the indicated bitter com-
pounds. The changes in fluorescence upon agonist stimulation weremon-
itored and plotted to the y-axis (ΔF/F). The applied concentrations were
plotted to the logarithmically scaled x-axis. The obtained response rela-
tionships are color coded according to the test compounds. Colored aster-
isks highlight the lowest compound concentrations eliciting signals signif-
icantly different from the corresponding mock controls ( =threshold con-
centrations, p ≤ 0.05, Student’s t-test).

To identify the concentration ranges for the detection of the
eight agonists, dose–response relationships were measured (Fig-
ure 3, Figure S1, Supporting Information). We observed a range
of different sensitivities with different agonists, with chlorhexi-
dine exhibiting the highest potency and PROP and chloroquine
exhibiting the lowest potencies. Phenylbutazone, followed by
yohimbin and the three substances thiamine, picrotoxinin, and
1,10-phenanthroline showed intermediate potencies. As none of
the substances could be applied in signal saturating concentra-
tions without resulting in substantial receptor-independent arte-
facts, EC50-concentrations were not determined.
The threshold concentrations summarized in Table 1 demon-

strate activation by chlorhexidine, phenylbutazone, and yohim-
bine in the low to highmicromolar range typical formany TAS2R
responses. The other five substances start to elicit receptor ac-
tivities in the low millimolar range, which represent insensitive
responses.
Comparing the TAS2R2 response profile with the other 25 re-

ceptors, we can classify the TAS2R2 as another intermediately
tuned human bitter taste receptor being activated by 8 of 122 bit-
ter compounds (≈7%) comparable to the previously defined re-
ceptor group showing responses to ≈5–15% of the bitter com-
pounds tested.[3] Hence, TAS2R2 can be grouped together with
the previously defined group consisting of TAS2R1, -R4, -R30, -
R31, -R39, -R40, and -R43.
Moreover, molecular modeling of the TAS2R2 suggests that

neither the 3D architecture nor the localization of the ligand
binding pocket deviates substantially from the other functional
TAS2Rs (Figure 4), however, the pseudogenized variant lacks
large parts of the polypeptide chain (including transmembrane
domains 5, 6, and 7) that leads to its non-functional status.
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Figure 4. 3D representation of the TAS2R2 structure model. The ligand
binding site (area: 485 Å2, calculated with SiteMap, Schroedinger) is
shown as a molecular surface and colored in grey. The region of the re-
ceptor that is truncated in the pseudogenized variant is colored in light
green, the amino acid position at which the frame-shift mutation occurs
in the non-functional variant (160) is labeled by a ball.

4. Discussion

In the current study TAS2R2, a human bitter taste receptor long
considered to be a pseudogene, was functionally analyzed with a
large set of bitter compounds. In an initial study this receptor was
re-functionalized by modifying its coding sequence to correct a
frame-shift mutation by the insertion of “AT” at the correspond-
ing position.[26] In previous studies, the modified TAS2R2 was
screened and deorphaned, revealing its activation by three ago-
nists among the 83 substances tested. This study was very suc-
cessful in proving that it is possible to re-functionalize pseudog-
enized human TAS2Rs and it elucidated which bitter responses
might have been lost during evolution. However, to classify this
receptor as in previous comprehensive studies[3,30] the number
of bitter compounds that were screened was insufficient. Here,
screening TAS2R2 expressing cells with the majority of com-
pounds used to deeply characterize the other 25 human TAS2Rs
now revealed that TAS2R2 belongs to the class of intermediately
tuned receptors. Moreover, the concentration range at which ag-
onists are recognized also fits with that of the “average” TAS2R,
starting with a threshold concentration of 3 μM for the synthetic
compound chlorhexidine and ending with 3 mM chloroquine
and, surprisingly, 6-propyl-thiourea (PROP). A previous screen-
ing of TAS2R2 with up to 1 mM PROP did not result in a visible
activation,[26] suggesting that 3 mM PROP must be at or close
to the threshold concentration of this receptor. This is three or-
ders of magnitude above the concentration PTC/PROP tasters

Table 2. Comparison of TAS2R2 activating compounds and their threshold
concentrations with previously reported[3] TAS2Rs.

TAS2R2 agonist Threshold
conc. [mM]

Other TAS2R Threshold
conc. [mM]

Chlorhexidine 0.003 TAS2R14 0.0001

Chloroquine 3 TAS2R3 0.01

TAS2R10 10

TAS2R39 0.1

1,10-Phenanthroline 1 TAS2R5 0.1

Phenylbutazone 0.03 – –

Picrotoxinin 1 TAS2R1 1

TAS2R10 1

TAS2R14 0.003

TAS2R30 1

TAS2R46 0.01

6-propyl-thiouracil
(PROP)

3 TAS2R38 0.00006

Thiamine 1 TAS2R1 1

TAS2R39 1

Yohimbin 0.3 TAS2R1 0.3

TAS2R4 0.3

TAS2R10 0.3

TAS2R38 0.3

TAS2R46 0.3

can perceive in vivo. While there is overwhelming evidence that
the dominant receptor for the sensitive detection of PROP and
the related PTC is the taster variant of human TAS2R38,[31] called
TAS2R38-PAV, it is commonly observed that homozygous car-
riers of the non-taster variant, TAS2R38-AVI, respond to high
concentrations of these bitter substances.[32] In addition to the
TAS2R4, which has been proposed as putative low-affinity recep-
tor for PROP/PTC,[15] TAS2R2 could likewise fill this role in pop-
ulations harboring the functional variant of this gene. The previ-
ous study on the re-functionalization of TAS2R2 led to the con-
clusion that the receptor may have pseudogenized due to func-
tional redundancies with extant TAS2Rs, as none of the origi-
nally identified agonists were unique for this receptor. In the cur-
rent study, we found phenylbutazone, a synthetic non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drug, is an agonist for TAS2R2 that was not
detected by one of the other 25 receptors. Therefore, this re-
ceptor appears to exhibit specific agonist interactions, although
it remains to be seen if natural agonists relevant during hu-
man evolution can be identified. The question of why the func-
tional TAS2R2 variant is restricted to genomes of few popula-
tions, while the pseudogene is dominant in the majority of pop-
ulations cannot be answered by our study. However, the set of
agonists we have identified seems to indicate a certain special-
ization for agonists rich in mesomeric ring systems which could
have played a major role for human survival in general in the
past. The few populations that currently carry a high frequency
of the intact TAS2R2 gene might have had longer exposure to the
source of toxic TAS2R2 agonists.[33,34]

Except for phenylbutazone, all other TAS2R2 agonists are
recognized by at least one of the other TAS2R at similar or lower
threshold concentrations (Table 2), suggesting that redundancies
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of agonist spectra with extant receptors might indeed have been
a reason for the pseudogenization of TAS2R2 as concluded
previously.[26]

It has long been noticed that the intact variant of TAS2R2
is present in one Southeast-European and two separate African
(pygmy) populations.[25] Hence, it seems reasonable to assume
that the pseudogenization of this gene occurred quite early dur-
ing Homo sapiens evolution before the migration out-of Africa
began. This is consistent with the fact that the Denisovan ho-
minin carried two copies of the functional version of the gene,
whereas the Neanderthal was homozygous for the pseudog-
enized version.[26] It remains to be answered why the intact
TAS2R2 gene has been maintained in such different regions of
the world. One hypothesis would be that similar toxic bitter com-
pounds may be found in these specific African and European
areas. Another hypothesis might be that the populations with
intact TAS2R2 have lost another TAS2R and required the activ-
ity of TAS2R2 to compensate for this loss. Nevertheless, it is
known that chimpanzees possess intact TAS2R2 genes, and thus
it seems to have played, and might still play an important role in
primate survival.
Taken together our comprehensive characterization of an ad-

ditional human TAS2R has allowed the classification of this re-
ceptor among the other 25 TAS2Rs and it has filled a gap our
understanding of the recognition of compounds known to taste
bitter. Based on these results, it seems possible that in the fu-
ture, TAS2Rs currently believed to represent pseudogenes will
be found in some populations as intact variants.
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the author.
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